**VGH Specialty Noon Rounds**

*Specialty noon rounds are held at noon every Friday in the 14C conference room, Jim Pattison Pavilion. The speaker presents to a group of MSIs and Internal Medicine / Off Service residents (varying years). Approximately 15-20 residents attend this. The speaker is asked to give the talk at the level of a 1st year resident, on a topic that would be applicable to a Community General Internist. High yield topics applicable to a Royal College General Internal Medicine Examination are strongly recommended. Topics usually focus around a clinical vignette from which the discussion may center around diagnosis, physical examination, or management. - Room 14c is equipped with a PC and projector - Speakers may bring their presentation on a USB stick - If possible, please email your presentation in advance to the VGH Chief Medical Resident at vghcmr@gmail.com — They will set up your presentation for you - If bringing a MAC laptop, please bring your adapter*